A new equation of state for homo-polymers in dissipative particle dynamics.
A chain-revised Groot-Warren equation of state (crGW-EOS) was developed and tested to describe systems of homo-oligomeric chains in the framework of dissipative particle dynamics (DPD). First, thermodynamic perturbation theory is applied to introduce correction terms that account for the reduction in pressure with an increasing number of bonds at constant bead number density. Then, this EOS is modified by introducing a set of switching functions that yields an accurate second virial coefficient in the low-density limit. The crGW-EOS offers several improvements over the revised Groot-Warren equation of state and Groot-Warren equation of state for chain molecules. We tested the crGW-EOS by using it to predict the pressure of oligomeric systems and the B2 virial coefficient of chain DPD particles for a range of bond lengths. Additionally, a method is developed for determining the strength of cross-interaction parameters between chains of different compositions and sizes and for thermal and athermal mixtures. We explored how different levels of coarse-graining affect the upper-critical solution temperature.